For the Parents

Student Appreciations - We celebrate positive individual student and class achievements and behavior in different ways in our class and school.

Appreciation Cards - students gain an appreciation card when they are observed being safe, fair and caring learners in the playground. A postcard is presented to students who have three appreciation cards during assemblies.

Class appreciations - Students may also get an appreciation in our class by completing home tasks on time and doing their best. Students receive a postcard for ten appreciation ticks.

Class Sticker Chart - This chart has spaces for stickers. A sticker is awarded to the whole class when all students have demonstrated that they are safe, caring and fair learners during specialist subjects. Relief teachers also award stickers.

Fun Day - When all the sticker chart spots have been filled in we have a Fun Day! Our first Fun Day will soon be achieved. On Fun Day we have team building activities to further promote our cooperation and getting along skills, as well as a fun technology challenge. The students vote on a theme for the day and bring food to share at lunchtime. Students have voted on our first Fun Day dress theme and movie, Theme - Pyjama Day!!

Movie - Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible No Good Very, Bad Day (PG).

For more information about the movie please check http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1698641/

For the students — DUE: Handwriting May 27. Project due — Wednesday June 3

1. Neatly complete a handwriting practice box.

2. The completed project is due in 2 weeks
   
   Remember
   - to write your name on the project
   - write the references